Request to international arrival passengers

～Request from Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare and Kansai Airports～

As a measure to prevent the spread of COVID-19, we request **passengers entering or returning to Japan from overseas** during the 14 days quarantine period to refrain from using trains, bus, taxi, domestic flights or other public transportations that are used by a wide range of people.

Please use private car, family pick-up, car rental or reserved hired car service.

Thank you for you understanding and cooperation with prevention measures.

Access options for passengers arriving from overseas

- **Car rental services from airport** (KIX Aeroplaza 1F, 2F)
  - Toyota rent a car(1F) TEL: 072-456-8790 ☑ 8:00~19:00
  - Nippon rent a car(2F) TEL: 072-456-8787 ☑ 8:00~20:00
  - Nissan rent a car(1F) TEL: 072-456-8623 ☑ 8:00~20:00
  - Orix rent a car(1F) TEL: 072-456-8780 ☑ 8:00~19:00
  - Times car rental(2F) TEL: 072-456-8544 ☑ 9:00~18:00
  ※Service hours might differ.

- **Hired car service from airport to home/place designated for quarantine**
  - Nihon Kotsu TEL: 0570-07-2525
  - Japan Limousine Service TEL: 072-228-2334
  - Osaka MK TEL: 06-6562-5489

- **International arrival passengers pick up area (Terminal 1, 1F, North arrival)**

Due to current border control restrictions for COVID-19, longer immigration procedures are needed. Please be aware that it will take longer than usual to arrive at the exit.
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